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Ebook free Circuits fawwaz t ulaby solutions (PDF)
twelve papers some of which are drawn from a june 2001 symposium of the same name as the text address issues the use of geographic information
systems and spatial modeling software to environmental or hydrologic problems the major themes of the papers are accuracy and uncertainty in
spatial data advanced remote sensing is an application based reference that provides a single source of mathematical concepts necessary for remote
sensing data gathering and assimilation it presents state of the art techniques for estimating land surface variables from a variety of data types
including optical sensors such as radar and lidar scientists in a number of different fields including geography geology atmospheric science
environmental science planetary science and ecology will have access to critically important data extraction techniques and their virtually unlimited
applications while rigorous enough for the most experienced of scientists the techniques are well designed and integrated making the book s content
intuitive clearly presented and practical in its implementation comprehensive overview of various practical methods and algorithms detailed
description of the principles and procedures of the state of the art algorithms real world case studies open several chapters more than 500 full color
figures and tables edited by top remote sensing experts with contributions from authors across the geosciences comprehensive remote sensing covers
all aspects of the topic with each volume edited by well known scientists and contributed to by frontier researchers it is a comprehensive resource
that will benefit both students and researchers who want to further their understanding in this discipline the field of remote sensing has quadrupled
in size in the past two decades and increasingly draws in individuals working in a diverse set of disciplines ranging from geographers oceanographers
and meteorologists to physicists and computer scientists researchers from a variety of backgrounds are now accessing remote sensing data creating
an urgent need for a one stop reference work that can comprehensively document the development of remote sensing from the basic principles
modeling and practical algorithms to various applications fully comprehensive coverage of this rapidly growing discipline giving readers a detailed
overview of all aspects of remote sensing principles and applications contains layered content with each article beginning with the basics and then
moving on to more complex concepts ideal for advanced undergraduates and academic researchers includes case studies that illustrate the practical
application of remote sensing principles further enhancing understanding clay behaviour is affected by coupled mechanical and chemical processes
occurring in them at various scales the peculiar chemical and electro chemical properties of clays are the source of many undesired effects these
papers provide insight into the variables controlling clay behaviour the book is a collection of the lectures delivered during the 7th international
summer school on atmospheric and oceanic sciences issaos titled integrated ground based observing systems applications for climate meteorology
and civil protection its aim is to contribute to the scientific understanding of basic concepts and applications of integrated ground based observing
systems the first part describes the most common instrumentations showing their strengths and limitations furthermore strategic plans for the
deployment of an observation site are discussed along with an overview of techniques for integrating heterogeneous data the second part introduces
cutting edge applications including assimilation in numerical weather prediction climate benchmarking air quality monitoring and meteo hydrological
warnings lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents that have recently
been entered into the nasa scientific and technical information database the classic reference for radar and remote sensing engineers handbook of
radar for scattering statistics for terrain has been reissued with updated practical software for modern data analysis applications first published in
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1989 this update features a new preface along with three new appendices that explain how to use the new software and graphical user interface
python and matlab based software has been utilized so remote sensing and radar engineers can utilize the wealth of statistical data that came with the
original book and software this update combines the book and software previously sold separately into a single new product the text first presents
detailed examinations of the statistical behavior of speckle when superimposed on nonuniform terrain the handbook of radar scattering statistics for
terrain then supports system design and signal processing applications with a complete database of calibrated backscattering coefficients compiled
over 30 years the statistical summaries of radar backscatter from terrain offers you over 400 000 data points compiled in tabular format with this text
you ll own the most comprehensive database of radar terrain scattering statistics ever compiled derived from measurements made by both airborne
and ground based scatterometer systems the database includes information from 114 references the text provides over 60 tables of backscatter data
for 9 different surface categories all derived under strict quality criteria rigorous standards for calibration accuracy measurement precision and
category identification make the database the most reliable source for scattering statistics ever available the earth s cryosphere which includes snow
glaciers ice caps ice sheets ice shelves sea ice river and lake ice and permafrost contains about 75 of the earth s fresh water it exists at almost all
latitudes from the tropics to the poles and plays a vital role in controlling the global climate system it also provides direct visible evidence of the effect
of climate change and therefore requires proper understanding of its complex dynamics this encyclopedia mainly focuses on the various aspects of
snow ice and glaciers but also covers other cryospheric branches and provides up to date information and basic concepts on relevant topics it includes
alphabetically arranged and professionally written comprehensive and authoritative academic articles by well known international experts in
individual fields the encyclopedia contains a broad spectrum of topics ranging from the atmospheric processes responsible for snow formation
transformation of snow to ice and changes in their properties classification of ice and glaciers and their worldwide distribution glaciation and ice ages
glacier dynamics glacier surface and subsurface characteristics geomorphic processes and landscape formation hydrology and sedimentary systems
permafrost degradation hazards caused by cryospheric changes and trends of glacier retreat on the global scale along with the impact of climate
change this book can serve as a source of reference at the undergraduate and graduate level and help to better understand snow ice and glaciers it
will also be an indispensable tool containing specialized literature for geologists geographers climatologists hydrologists and water resources
engineers as well as for those who are engaged in the practice of agricultural and civil engineering earth sciences environmental sciences and
engineering ecosystem management and other relevant subjects the ability to effectively monitor the atmosphere on a continuous basis requires
remote sensing in microwave written for physicists and engineers working in the area of microwave sensing of the atmosphere ground based
microwave radiometry and remote sensing methods and applications is completely devoted to ground based remote sensing this text covers the
fundamentals of microwave remote sensing and examines microwave radiometric measurements and their applications the book discusses the
atmospheric influences on the electromagnetic spectrum addresses the measurement of incoherent electromagnetic radiation from an object obeying
the laws of radiation fundamentals and explores the height limits in both the water vapor band and the oxygen band the author describes the
measurement technique of water vapor in the polar region details studies of the measurement of integrated water vapor content by deploying a
microwave radiometer and presents several real time pictures of radiometric and disdrometer measurements includes integrated water vapor and
cloud liquid water models contains measurements in adverse weather conditions illustrates measurement technique in the antarctic and arctic regions
describes rain models in different locations including tropical temperate regions along with radiometric measurement techniques presents a definite
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model for measurement of propagation path delay the book summarizes the latest research results obtained in the area of measurements and
modeling describes the atmospheric influences on electromagnetic spectrum along with different gaseous and cloud models and provides examples of
radiometric retrievals from a variety of dynamic weather phenomena offers the only consolidated reference on radar polarimetry design analysis and
application and explains the most recent development in polarization system design and application illustrated with 150 figures 10 tablets and 9 full
color sar images this book offers a unique multidisciplinary integration of the physics of turbulence and remote sensing technology remote sensing of
turbulence provides a new vision on the research of turbulence and summarizes the current and future challenges of monitoring turbulence remotely
the book emphasizes sophisticated geophysical applications detection and recognition of complex turbulent flows in oceans and the atmosphere
through several techniques based on microwave and optical ir observations the text explores the technological capabilities and tools for the detection
of turbulence their signatures and variability features covers the fundamental aspects of turbulence problems with a broad geophysical scope for a
wide audience of readers provides a complete description of remote sensing capabilities for observing turbulence in the earth s environment
establishes the state of the art remote sensing techniques and methods of data analysis for turbulence detection investigates and evaluates turbulence
detection signatures their properties and variability provides cutting edge remote sensing applications for space based monitoring and forecasts of
turbulence in oceans and the atmosphere this book is a great resource for applied physicists the professional remote sensing community ecologists
geophysicists and earth scientists advances in space borne remote sensing have significantly changed the mankind viewpoint how to observe our own
earth planet great amount of remote sensing data and images presents new resources to quantitatively describe and monitor our earth environment
atmosphere oceanic and land surfaces in remote sensing electromagnetic em scattering emission and wave propagation as interaction with the earth
environment lay the physical basis for understanding and extracting geoscientific information study of electromagnetic waves with remote sensing
application has become an active and interdisciplinary area this book presents some new progress on the theoretical and numerical approaches for
information retrieval of the remote sensing via em scattering and emission we begin in chapter 1 with the vector radiative transfer vrt theory for
inhomogeneous scatter media the vrt takes account of multiple scattering emission and propagation of random scatter media and quantitatively leads
to insights of elucidating and understanding em wave terrain surface interaction meanwhile it is extensively applicable to carrying out data
interpretation and validation and to solving the inverse problem e g iteratively physically or statistically in chapter 1 iterative solutions of multiple
scattering and emission from inhomogeneous dense scatter media and inhomogeneous non spherical scatter media are discussed three dimensional
vrt equation 3d vrt for spatially inhomogeneous random scatter media for high resolution observation is also investigated the polarimetric imagery of
synthetic aperture radar sar technology is one of most important advances in space borne microwave remote sensing during recent decades
Рассмотрены основные характеристики рассеянного и собственного радиотеплового излучения природных сред Дан анализ
электродинамических моделей различных поверхностей Земли и окружающей атмосферы Разработаны модели радиотехнических сигналов и
их статистических характеристик в области регистрации антенными системами Изложены основы теории оптимальной пространственно
временной обработки рассеянных полей и полей собственного радиотеплового излучения Сформулированы принципы построения и
алгоритмического обеспечения современных активных пассивных и комплексных активно пассивных радиотехнических систем
дистанционного зондирования а также интерпретации получаемых с их помощью экспериментальных данных Приведены алгоритмы
оптимальных и квазиоптимальных измерений электрофизических параметров поверхностей и атмосферы при активном пассивном и
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комплексном активно пассивном дистанционном зондировании Даны алгоритмы оценки предельных погрешностей измерений этих
параметров Представлены решения ряда задач картографирования и селекции целей с использованием классического и модифицированного
методов синтеза апертуры антенны Рассмотрены особенности применения атомарных функций и весовых окон Кравченко Рвачева при
обработке изображений Для научных работников инженеров аспирантов и cтудентов старших курсов занимающихся задачами
дистанционного зондирования и радиолокации combines theoretical concepts with experimental results on thermal microwave radiation to
increase the understanding of the complex nature of terrestrial media emphasising on radiative transfer models this book covers the terrestrial
aspects from clear to cloudy atmosphere precipitation ocean and land surfaces vegetation snow and ice the first single volume guide to the theoretical
underpinnings and practical applications of microwave remote sensing combining detailed coverage of mathematical derivations relevant to
propagation and scattering in physical media with physical examples and practical applications to microwave theory covers scattering and emission by
layered media radiative transfer theory solutions to radiative transfer equations with applications to remote sensing analytic wave theory for
scattering by layered random media and scattering by random discrete scatterers reflectance and emittance spectroscopy are increasingly important
tools in remote sensing and have been employed in most recent planetary spacecraft missions they are primarily used to measure properties of
disordered materials especially in the interpretation of remote observations of the surfaces of the earth and other terrestrial planets this book gives a
quantitative treatment of the physics of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with particulate media such as powders and soils subjects covered
include electromagnetic wave propagation single particle scattering diffuse reflectance thermal emittance and polarisation this new edition has been
updated to include a quantitative treatment of the effects of porosity a detailed discussion of the coherent backscatter opposition effect a quantitative
treatment of simultaneous transport of energy within the medium by conduction and radiation and lists of relevant databases and software this is an
essential reference for research scientists engineers and advanced students of planetary remote sensing provides the state of the art of modelling
simulation and calculation methods for electromagnetic fields and waves and their application
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Spatial Methods for Solution of Environmental and Hydrologic Problems--science, Policy,
and Standardization
2003

twelve papers some of which are drawn from a june 2001 symposium of the same name as the text address issues the use of geographic information
systems and spatial modeling software to environmental or hydrologic problems the major themes of the papers are accuracy and uncertainty in
spatial data

Research in Progress
1992

advanced remote sensing is an application based reference that provides a single source of mathematical concepts necessary for remote sensing data
gathering and assimilation it presents state of the art techniques for estimating land surface variables from a variety of data types including optical
sensors such as radar and lidar scientists in a number of different fields including geography geology atmospheric science environmental science
planetary science and ecology will have access to critically important data extraction techniques and their virtually unlimited applications while
rigorous enough for the most experienced of scientists the techniques are well designed and integrated making the book s content intuitive clearly
presented and practical in its implementation comprehensive overview of various practical methods and algorithms detailed description of the
principles and procedures of the state of the art algorithms real world case studies open several chapters more than 500 full color figures and tables
edited by top remote sensing experts with contributions from authors across the geosciences

Microwave Remote Sensing
1990

comprehensive remote sensing covers all aspects of the topic with each volume edited by well known scientists and contributed to by frontier
researchers it is a comprehensive resource that will benefit both students and researchers who want to further their understanding in this discipline
the field of remote sensing has quadrupled in size in the past two decades and increasingly draws in individuals working in a diverse set of disciplines
ranging from geographers oceanographers and meteorologists to physicists and computer scientists researchers from a variety of backgrounds are
now accessing remote sensing data creating an urgent need for a one stop reference work that can comprehensively document the development of
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remote sensing from the basic principles modeling and practical algorithms to various applications fully comprehensive coverage of this rapidly
growing discipline giving readers a detailed overview of all aspects of remote sensing principles and applications contains layered content with each
article beginning with the basics and then moving on to more complex concepts ideal for advanced undergraduates and academic researchers
includes case studies that illustrate the practical application of remote sensing principles further enhancing understanding

Meeting of Board of Regents
2004-09

clay behaviour is affected by coupled mechanical and chemical processes occurring in them at various scales the peculiar chemical and electro
chemical properties of clays are the source of many undesired effects these papers provide insight into the variables controlling clay behaviour

Water-resources Investigations Report
1992

the book is a collection of the lectures delivered during the 7th international summer school on atmospheric and oceanic sciences issaos titled
integrated ground based observing systems applications for climate meteorology and civil protection its aim is to contribute to the scientific
understanding of basic concepts and applications of integrated ground based observing systems the first part describes the most common
instrumentations showing their strengths and limitations furthermore strategic plans for the deployment of an observation site are discussed along
with an overview of techniques for integrating heterogeneous data the second part introduces cutting edge applications including assimilation in
numerical weather prediction climate benchmarking air quality monitoring and meteo hydrological warnings

Advanced Remote Sensing
2012-08-17

lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide sources and announces documents that have recently been
entered into the nasa scientific and technical information database
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MICROWAVE DIELECTRIC SPECTRUM OF VEGETATION MATERIAL
1987

the classic reference for radar and remote sensing engineers handbook of radar for scattering statistics for terrain has been reissued with updated
practical software for modern data analysis applications first published in 1989 this update features a new preface along with three new appendices
that explain how to use the new software and graphical user interface python and matlab based software has been utilized so remote sensing and
radar engineers can utilize the wealth of statistical data that came with the original book and software this update combines the book and software
previously sold separately into a single new product the text first presents detailed examinations of the statistical behavior of speckle when
superimposed on nonuniform terrain the handbook of radar scattering statistics for terrain then supports system design and signal processing
applications with a complete database of calibrated backscattering coefficients compiled over 30 years the statistical summaries of radar backscatter
from terrain offers you over 400 000 data points compiled in tabular format with this text you ll own the most comprehensive database of radar terrain
scattering statistics ever compiled derived from measurements made by both airborne and ground based scatterometer systems the database includes
information from 114 references the text provides over 60 tables of backscatter data for 9 different surface categories all derived under strict quality
criteria rigorous standards for calibration accuracy measurement precision and category identification make the database the most reliable source for
scattering statistics ever available

Comprehensive Remote Sensing
2017-11-08

the earth s cryosphere which includes snow glaciers ice caps ice sheets ice shelves sea ice river and lake ice and permafrost contains about 75 of the
earth s fresh water it exists at almost all latitudes from the tropics to the poles and plays a vital role in controlling the global climate system it also
provides direct visible evidence of the effect of climate change and therefore requires proper understanding of its complex dynamics this encyclopedia
mainly focuses on the various aspects of snow ice and glaciers but also covers other cryospheric branches and provides up to date information and
basic concepts on relevant topics it includes alphabetically arranged and professionally written comprehensive and authoritative academic articles by
well known international experts in individual fields the encyclopedia contains a broad spectrum of topics ranging from the atmospheric processes
responsible for snow formation transformation of snow to ice and changes in their properties classification of ice and glaciers and their worldwide
distribution glaciation and ice ages glacier dynamics glacier surface and subsurface characteristics geomorphic processes and landscape formation
hydrology and sedimentary systems permafrost degradation hazards caused by cryospheric changes and trends of glacier retreat on the global scale
along with the impact of climate change this book can serve as a source of reference at the undergraduate and graduate level and help to better
understand snow ice and glaciers it will also be an indispensable tool containing specialized literature for geologists geographers climatologists
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hydrologists and water resources engineers as well as for those who are engaged in the practice of agricultural and civil engineering earth sciences
environmental sciences and engineering ecosystem management and other relevant subjects

Chemo-Mechanical Coupling in Clays: From Nano-scale to Engineering Applications
2018-05-08

the ability to effectively monitor the atmosphere on a continuous basis requires remote sensing in microwave written for physicists and engineers
working in the area of microwave sensing of the atmosphere ground based microwave radiometry and remote sensing methods and applications is
completely devoted to ground based remote sensing this text covers the fundamentals of microwave remote sensing and examines microwave
radiometric measurements and their applications the book discusses the atmospheric influences on the electromagnetic spectrum addresses the
measurement of incoherent electromagnetic radiation from an object obeying the laws of radiation fundamentals and explores the height limits in both
the water vapor band and the oxygen band the author describes the measurement technique of water vapor in the polar region details studies of the
measurement of integrated water vapor content by deploying a microwave radiometer and presents several real time pictures of radiometric and
disdrometer measurements includes integrated water vapor and cloud liquid water models contains measurements in adverse weather conditions
illustrates measurement technique in the antarctic and arctic regions describes rain models in different locations including tropical temperate regions
along with radiometric measurement techniques presents a definite model for measurement of propagation path delay the book summarizes the latest
research results obtained in the area of measurements and modeling describes the atmospheric influences on electromagnetic spectrum along with
different gaseous and cloud models and provides examples of radiometric retrievals from a variety of dynamic weather phenomena

Earth Resources
1976

offers the only consolidated reference on radar polarimetry design analysis and application and explains the most recent development in polarization
system design and application illustrated with 150 figures 10 tablets and 9 full color sar images

modeling microwave backscatter from discontinuous tree canopies
1991

this book offers a unique multidisciplinary integration of the physics of turbulence and remote sensing technology remote sensing of turbulence
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provides a new vision on the research of turbulence and summarizes the current and future challenges of monitoring turbulence remotely the book
emphasizes sophisticated geophysical applications detection and recognition of complex turbulent flows in oceans and the atmosphere through
several techniques based on microwave and optical ir observations the text explores the technological capabilities and tools for the detection of
turbulence their signatures and variability features covers the fundamental aspects of turbulence problems with a broad geophysical scope for a wide
audience of readers provides a complete description of remote sensing capabilities for observing turbulence in the earth s environment establishes the
state of the art remote sensing techniques and methods of data analysis for turbulence detection investigates and evaluates turbulence detection
signatures their properties and variability provides cutting edge remote sensing applications for space based monitoring and forecasts of turbulence
in oceans and the atmosphere this book is a great resource for applied physicists the professional remote sensing community ecologists geophysicists
and earth scientists

Integrated Ground-Based Observing Systems
2010-09-15

advances in space borne remote sensing have significantly changed the mankind viewpoint how to observe our own earth planet great amount of
remote sensing data and images presents new resources to quantitatively describe and monitor our earth environment atmosphere oceanic and land
surfaces in remote sensing electromagnetic em scattering emission and wave propagation as interaction with the earth environment lay the physical
basis for understanding and extracting geoscientific information study of electromagnetic waves with remote sensing application has become an
active and interdisciplinary area this book presents some new progress on the theoretical and numerical approaches for information retrieval of the
remote sensing via em scattering and emission we begin in chapter 1 with the vector radiative transfer vrt theory for inhomogeneous scatter media
the vrt takes account of multiple scattering emission and propagation of random scatter media and quantitatively leads to insights of elucidating and
understanding em wave terrain surface interaction meanwhile it is extensively applicable to carrying out data interpretation and validation and to
solving the inverse problem e g iteratively physically or statistically in chapter 1 iterative solutions of multiple scattering and emission from
inhomogeneous dense scatter media and inhomogeneous non spherical scatter media are discussed three dimensional vrt equation 3d vrt for spatially
inhomogeneous random scatter media for high resolution observation is also investigated the polarimetric imagery of synthetic aperture radar sar
technology is one of most important advances in space borne microwave remote sensing during recent decades

Microwave Remote Sensing: Radar remote sensing and surface scattering and emission
theory
1981
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Рассмотрены основные характеристики рассеянного и собственного радиотеплового излучения природных сред Дан анализ
электродинамических моделей различных поверхностей Земли и окружающей атмосферы Разработаны модели радиотехнических сигналов и
их статистических характеристик в области регистрации антенными системами Изложены основы теории оптимальной пространственно
временной обработки рассеянных полей и полей собственного радиотеплового излучения Сформулированы принципы построения и
алгоритмического обеспечения современных активных пассивных и комплексных активно пассивных радиотехнических систем
дистанционного зондирования а также интерпретации получаемых с их помощью экспериментальных данных Приведены алгоритмы
оптимальных и квазиоптимальных измерений электрофизических параметров поверхностей и атмосферы при активном пассивном и
комплексном активно пассивном дистанционном зондировании Даны алгоритмы оценки предельных погрешностей измерений этих
параметров Представлены решения ряда задач картографирования и селекции целей с использованием классического и модифицированного
методов синтеза апертуры антенны Рассмотрены особенности применения атомарных функций и весовых окон Кравченко Рвачева при
обработке изображений Для научных работников инженеров аспирантов и cтудентов старших курсов занимающихся задачами
дистанционного зондирования и радиолокации

Microwave Remote Sensing
1981

combines theoretical concepts with experimental results on thermal microwave radiation to increase the understanding of the complex nature of
terrestrial media emphasising on radiative transfer models this book covers the terrestrial aspects from clear to cloudy atmosphere precipitation
ocean and land surfaces vegetation snow and ice

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
1994

the first single volume guide to the theoretical underpinnings and practical applications of microwave remote sensing combining detailed coverage of
mathematical derivations relevant to propagation and scattering in physical media with physical examples and practical applications to microwave
theory covers scattering and emission by layered media radiative transfer theory solutions to radiative transfer equations with applications to remote
sensing analytic wave theory for scattering by layered random media and scattering by random discrete scatterers
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Handbook of Radar Scattering Statistics for Terrain
2019-06-30

reflectance and emittance spectroscopy are increasingly important tools in remote sensing and have been employed in most recent planetary
spacecraft missions they are primarily used to measure properties of disordered materials especially in the interpretation of remote observations of
the surfaces of the earth and other terrestrial planets this book gives a quantitative treatment of the physics of the interaction of electromagnetic
radiation with particulate media such as powders and soils subjects covered include electromagnetic wave propagation single particle scattering
diffuse reflectance thermal emittance and polarisation this new edition has been updated to include a quantitative treatment of the effects of porosity
a detailed discussion of the coherent backscatter opposition effect a quantitative treatment of simultaneous transport of energy within the medium by
conduction and radiation and lists of relevant databases and software this is an essential reference for research scientists engineers and advanced
students of planetary remote sensing

Numerical Solution of Antennas in Layered Media
1989

provides the state of the art of modelling simulation and calculation methods for electromagnetic fields and waves and their application

Encyclopedia of Snow, Ice and Glaciers
2011-07-01

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
1995
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Ground-Based Microwave Radiometry and Remote Sensing
2013-11-04

D.R.D.A. Reporter
1991

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents
1995-12

Radio Science
1993

IGARSS.
2001

IGARSS '84
1984
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Radar Polarimetry for Geoscience Applications
1990

Special Report
1996

Remote Sensing of Turbulence
2021-10-03

Theory and Approach of Information Retrievals from Electromagnetic Scattering and
Remote Sensing
2006-07-10

Electromagnetic Wave Scattering by Power-law Surfaces
1994

Overview and Bibliography of Methods for Evaluating the Surface-water-infiltration
Component of the Rainfall-runoff Process
1992
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FINAL REPORT U.S. ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE CONTRACT DAAL03-89-K-0056
February,1992
1992

Статистическая теория радиотехнических систем дистанционного зондирования и
радиолокации
2018-12-20

Thermal Microwave Radiation
2006-05-19

Theory of Microwave Remote Sensing
1985-07-17

Theory of Reflectance and Emittance Spectroscopy
2012-01-19

Second International Workshop on Retrieval of Bio- & Geo-physical Parameters from SAR
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Data for Land Applications
1998

MULTIBAND RADAR CHARACTERIZATION OF FOREST BIOMES
2012-12-06

Electromagnetics in a Complex World
1993

International Symposium Digest, Antennas and Propagation
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